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Abstract
This paper introduces a new crowd formation transform approach to achieve visually pleasing group formation
transition and control. Its core idea is to transform crowd formation shapes with a least-effort pair assignment
using the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm, discover clusters of agent sub-groups using affinity propagation and Delaunay
triangulation algorithms, and apply subgroup-based SFM (social force model) to the agent subgroups to achieve
alignment, cohesion and collision avoidance. Meanwhile, mutual information of the dynamic crowd is used to
guide agents’ movement at runtime. This approach combines both macroscopic (involving least-effort position
assignment and clustering) and microscopic (involving SFM) controls of the crowd transformation to maximally
maintain subgroups’ local stability and dynamic collective behavior, while minimizing the overall effort (i.e.,
traveling distance) of the agents during the transformation. Through simulation experiments and comparisons, we
demonstrate that this approach is efficient and effective to generate visually pleasing and smooth transformations
and outperform several existing crowd simulation approaches including RVO, ORCA and OpenSteer.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: 3D Graphics and
Realism—Animation; I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques—Interaction Techniques

1. Introduction
In recent years aesthetic animation of group formation transformation has been increasingly used in feature animation
films [BB10], video games [HSK12, FR12], mass performance rehearsal, tactical arrangements of players for sports
teams training, and so on. Furthermore, group formation
generation and control can also find its wide applications
in many other scientific and engineering fields including but
not limited to robot control, multi-agent systems, and behavioral biology.
A well-documented phenomenon is that both human motion and crowd dynamics are governed by the principle of
least effort (PLE) [Zip49,FH85,GCC∗ 10]. For group formation control, the PLE principle implies that all individuals in
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a group attempt to reach their pre-defined positions using the
least total effort while maintaining their collective formation
and movements, which shall typically lead to an aesthetic
formation transform. In a mass performance, for example,
individual performers are often asked to keep similar relative
positions to their neighbors and minimize the overall formation change, in order to make a smooth and visually pleasing
transition from current formation to the target formation.
To date limited efforts have been focused on automatically generating aesthetic group formation animations, to
the best of our knowledge. [KLLT08, TYK∗ 09] can generate aesthetic transitions between key crowd formation configurations, with the involvement of non-trivial manual efforts. Gu and Deng [GD11b, GD13] proposed a sketching
interface to specify various group formations. Henry et al.
[HSK12, HSK14] proposed a single-pass algorithm to control crowds using a deformable mesh. Nevertheless, these
approaches are primarily focused on either automatically
sampling optimum agents from user-specified sketch input
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or dynamically adapting to crowd environments. Generating
visually pleasing transformations between different group
formations is not the main focus of these approaches. Indeed, with existing approaches, it is non-trivial to achieve
visually pleasing results (especially for large-scale groups)
without considerable efforts.
Inspired by the above challenge, in this paper we propose
a novel group formation transform approach to automatically generate a visually pleasing formation transformation,
given source and target group formations. Specifically, we
first convert the source and target formation shapes to Delaunay Triangulation (DT) representations, where each vertex represents the spatial position of an agent in its group.
Based on the DT representations, we can quantify the effort of each agent during the transformation. By clustering
agents into collective subgroups, we further extend shape
manipulation techniques and the Social Force Model (SFM)
to ensure collision-free movements for all the individual
agents in real-time. We evaluate the effectiveness and robustness of our approach through various simulation experiments. In addition, by comparing it with three existing approaches (namely, RVO [VdBLM08], ORCA [VDBGLM11] and OpenSteer [Ope04]) via several objective
measures, we demonstrate that our approach can produce
more visually pleasing and fluid crowd formation transformations than these approaches.
The main contributions of this work are two-fold: (1) We
introduce a complete and robust solution that can automatically generate visually pleasing crowd formation transformations, including a novel formula to quantify the leasteffort of an agent during a crowd formation transform and
a new relative distance variance measure to divide agents to
subgroups. Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness,
controllability and versatility of the proposed solution. (2)
We introduce a number of quantitative and objective measures to evaluate the realism of crowd formation transformations, and the measures can be potentially used for various
crowd simulation applications, not limited to our approach.

2. Related Work
Numerous crowd simulation and modeling approaches have
been developed during the past several decades. Here we
only briefly review recent efforts that are most related to this
work. Interested readers can refer to the recent survey by
Zhou et al. [ZCC∗ 10].
Rule-based crowd models are flexible to simulate various
crowd agents through a set of delicately designed rules. The
seminal work by Reynolds [Rey87] presented the concept
of Boids that simulates flocks of birds and schools of fishes
via several simple yet effective steering behavioral rules to
keep the group cohesion, alignment and separation as well as
avoid collisions between group members. Recently, Klotsman and Tal [KT11] provided a biologically motivated rule-

based artificial bird model, which produces plausible and realistic line formations of birds.
A distinct research line of crowd simulations is forcebased model, originally developed from human social force
study by Helbing and Molnr [HM95]. Later, it was further
applied and generalized to other simulation scenarios such
as densely populated crowds [PAB07], simulation of pedestrian evolution [LKF05] and escape panic [HFV00].
The PLE principle has been exploited for crowd simulation previously. Guy et al. [GCC∗ 10, GCLM12] introduced
PLE-based algorithms to simulate large-scale crowds at interactive rates. Their approaches minimize the amount of
effort each agent in a large crowd incurs by optimizing its
bio-mechanically energy-efficient, collision-free trajectory.
Their work shares certain similarities with our approach,
but our approach need to handle more constraints simultaneously such as position constraint, maintenance of clusters
and sub-groups, and the aesthetic aspect of group transitions. In addition, information theory [TKB11], continuum
theory [TCP06], or synthetic vision [OPOD10] was also employed to simulate or evaluate large-scale crowds.
Recently, researchers also explored novel ways to animate large-scale crowds by cloning crowd motion from existing examples [GD11a, LCS∗ 12] or blending crowd animations [JCP∗ 10], to synthesize realistic individual trajectories with interactions at a microscopic scale [LJK∗ 12], and
to generate heterogeneous crowd behaviors by adjusting the
simulation parameters to emulate personality traits of individuals within a crowd [GKLM11]. In addition, interactive
path planning and navigation algorithms for multi-agent systems [SAC∗ 08, GSA∗ 09, PvdBC∗ 11, KOOP11] (in particular, large-scale heterogeneous agents in complex dynamic
environments) and effective long-range collision avoidance
algorithms [GNL13] were also proposed.
Group formation control is a vital collective characteristic of many crowds. Existing approaches typically combine
heuristic rules with explicit hard constraints to produce and
control sophisticated group formations. For example, Kwon
et al. [KLLT08] proposed a framework to generate aesthetic
transitions between key crowd formation configurations. A
spectral-based group formation control scheme [TYK∗ 09]
was also proposed. However, in these approaches, exact
agent groups’ distributions at a number of key frames need
to be specified by users. Gu and Deng [GD11b, GD13] proposed an interactive and scalable framework to generate arbitrary group formations with controllable transitions in a
crowd. Henry and colleagues [HSK12, HSK14] proposed a
single-pass algorithm to control crowds using a deformable
mesh, and this approach can be used to control crowdenvironment interaction and obstacle avoidance. In addition,
they proposed an alternative metric for use in a pair assignment approach for formation control that incorporates environment information. However, these approaches either need
non-trivial manual involvements [KLLT08, TYK∗ 09] or are
c 2014 The Author(s)
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focused on intuitive user interfaces for formation control and
interaction [GD11b,GD13,HSK12,HSK14]. In contrast, the
focus of our approach is the automated generation and evaluation of aesthetic crowd formation transitions in an efficient
manner. From this perspective, our approach is complementary to these previous approaches.
Compared to our previous approach [XWY12], we have
extended this approach in the following ways: (1) Our previous work only uses the Kuhn-Munkras(KM) algorithm for
balanced assignment of agent pairs in the source and target formations. In contrast, besides the similar balanced assignment of agent pairs, our new work also introduces a
novel relative distance variance measure to divide agents to
subgroups, and further extend the well-known social force
model with subgroup constraints as a new movement control mechanism in order to maximally maintain the aesthetic
realism of transformed crowds. (2) Our previous work uses
mutual information as the only quantitative measure. In contrast, not limited as a static quality measure, our new work
further utilizes the mutual information of the crowd at runtime and dynamically uses it to control crowd formation
transform. (3) Our new work also introduces two additional
objective measures (i.e., the stability of local structure and
the extent of effort balancing) to quantitatively evaluate the
crowd simulation results by our approach and other state-ofthe-art approaches. Furthermore, not limited to evaluation of
crowd formation transforms, we believe our introduced objective aesthetic measures can find their broad uses in various other crowd simulation applications.

3.1. Data Preparation
A crowd C is the set of agents, that is, C = {ai }N
i=1 , where
N = |C| is the number of agents in the crowd. In 2-dimension
R2 space, the position of an agent ai is denoted as pos(ai ) =
(xi , yi ). Let possource (ai ) and postarget (ai ) be the source position and target position of ai , then the sets of start points
and target points are: S = {si |si = possource (ai ), ai ∈ C, i =
1 · · · N}, and T = {ti |ti = postarget (ai ), ai ∈ C, i = 1 · · · N}.
The input data to our approach is the source and target formations, represented as user-specified bitmap files. The key
step for data preparation is to sample a formation bitmap
file with an appropriate density and a precise shape, so as
to get the aesthetic visualization effect. In this work, we use
a force-based formation sampling algorithm. It is inspired
from the following physical principle: any particles existing
in the environment have their natural properties such that the
particles have a trend to distribute appropriately through the
impact of repulse force with their neighbors; these interacting forces ensure the agents located neither too close nor too
far.
The input files for our method are bitmaps represented as
Nlen × Nwid pixel matrices, PIX, each of which is denoted
as pix(x, y) (i = 1 · · · Nlen , j = 1 · · · N
 wid ). pix(x, y) is represented as RGB values ri,y , gi,y , bi,y . Then, a set of formation points that form the precise formation shape in the given
bitmaps are filtered from PIX, which is defined as follows:


Pf = pix (x, y)|cmin ≤ ci, j ≤ cmax , c ∈ {r, g, b}

(1)

3. Our Method
The pipeline of our approach is described below (also illustrated in Fig. 1). Specifically, it can be divided into four
steps: data preparation, pair assignment, subgroup clustering, and movement control. The details of the four steps are
described later in this section.
1. First, by converting the source and target formation
shapes to Delaunay Triangulation (DT) representations
[LS80], we quantify the effort of each agent during the
transformation. We also formulate the least-effort as a linear assignment optimization problem (Section 3.2).
2. Then, we employ the affinity propagation algorithm [FD07] to cluster collective subgroups, where a
new relative distance variances matrix is introduced for
clustering (Section 3.4).
3. Finally, to reflect the collective movements in subgroups,
each subgroup is manipulated as a whole using a DT
graph. And, the Social Force Model (SFM) [HM95,
HFV00, MPG∗ 10] is extended and optimized with subgroup constraints to ensure collision-free movements for
all the individual agents in real-time (Section 3.5).
c 2014 The Author(s)
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In order to automatically use a user-specified number of
agents to form a specified formation shape with a visually
natural distribution, the sampling process from the formation
shape is mainly divided into the following two stages: First,
we use a simple way to tentatively sample the approximation
of the parameterized number of formation points in the formation shape with a roughly even distribution. In this work,
we choose appropriate sampling densities denx and deny to
get a set of the sampled formation points denoted as the set
of pix(x, y) where pix(x, y) ∈ Pf , x mod denx = 0, and y
mod deny = 0. However, the sampled result is very rigid,
lacking the aesthetic effect. More importantly, it is difficult
for this method to accurately sample a user-specified number of formation points. Therefore, we have to tune the number of sampled points to be exactly equivalent to the userspecified number by randomly deleting some sampled points
or adding some formation points according to the Roulette
Wheel Selection strategy. Then, a corresponding agent is located at the location of a formation point. It should be noted
that other formation sampling strategies such as the formation coordinate based sampling method [GD11b, GD13] can
be straightforwardly used in this step as well.
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Figure 1: The pipeline of our crowd formation transform approach

3.2. Pair Assignment
After the sampling process, DT is employed to represent
the relationship among adjacent agents. Let G(S, ES ) and
G(T, ET ) be the DT of the point sets S and T , and ES and ET
be the sets of edges in DT. In this work, we use G(S, ES ) and
G(T, ET ) to denote the source and target formation graphs
for the crowd C. Readers can refer to [LS80] for the details
of how to construct DT from a set of points.
To generate the formation transformation, we need to pair
the agents in the source formation with those in the target
formation. This can be formulated as the problem of building a one-to-one correspondence between the source point
set and the target point set. We can further formulate it as
finding an optimal assignment in a weighted bipartite graph
Gbi (Vbi , Ebi ), where Vbi = S ∪ T and S ∩ T = φ, and Ebi encodes the paired result.
The assignment from the source to the target is a one-toone mapping function from G(S, ES ) to G(T, ET ), denoted
as
Ψ : S → T.

(2)

For ∀si ∈ S, ∀tk ∈ T , si = possource (a) ∧ tk = postarget (a) ⇔
tk = Ψ(si ).
In the matching process, we apply a novel match measure to effectively minimize the overall disorder including the variations of both time synchronization and local structure. For ∀si ∈ S, its nearest point set in G(S, ES )

is {si }np = {s p |si s p ∈ ES , i 6= p} , and in a similar way
{t j }np = {tq |t j tq ∈ ET , j 6= q}, for ∀t j ∈ T . Let 4E(i, j) denote the effort between si and t j , which can be defined as
follows:
2
−
→ 2
∆E(i, j) = λ si t j + (1 − λ) δsi − δt j ,
(3)
−
→
−
→
where si t j is the length of the vector si t j , δsi and δt j are
the mean lengths of the edges associated with si and t j , respectively, defined as follows:

δsi =

δt j =

1
{si }np
1
{t j }np

∑s ∈{s }

−
si→
sp

(4)

∑t ∈{t }

−→
t j tq

(5)

p

q

i np

j np

In the above Eq. 3, λ balances the trade-off between the
−
→ 2
first term si t j that measures the disorder of the agents’
speed variations so as to dynamically adjust the agents’ time
2
synchronization and the second term δsi − δt j that measures the disorder of local structure variations between the
formation S and T to weaken the agents’ collective behavior. Therefore, we minimize the overall disorder to obtain
the optimal pair assignment as follows:


min ∑ j=Ψ(i) 4E (i, j)
(6)
c 2014 The Author(s)
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To this end, we apply the classical Kuhn-Munkres (KM)
algorithm [Kuh55, Mun57] with the above measure to solve
the pair assignment problem.
3.3. Mutual Information based Runtime Feedback
For an agent a ∈ C, we locally adjust its trajectory by applying social forces such as driving and repulse forces to
navigate and avoid collisions. In the Social Force Model
(SFM) [HM95, HFV00, MPG∗ 10], the resulting force F of
the agent a is the sum of the following forces: the driving
force fdrive (va ), the obstacles’ force fobstacle (pos(o)), and
the repulse force with other agents frepulse (pos(a), pos(b)),
as described below.

F = fdrive (va ) + fobstacle (pos(o))+

∑

frepulse (pos(a), pos(b)) + ξa ,

(7)

a6=b

fdrive (va ) =

1 0
(va ea − va ),
τa

|pos(a) − pos(o)|
B
fobstacle (pos(o)) = Ae
,
−

(8)

∑ pos(a)x ∈ [i ∗ R, (i + 1) ∗ R]
p(xi ) =

a∈C

p(y j ) =

a∈C

N

,

(12)

∑ pos(a)y ∈ [ j ∗ R, ( j + 1) ∗ R]
,
(13)
N
where N is the total number of agents in the simulation. Similarly, we can obtain p(X,Y ).
For the direction data, we process it in a similar way. Basically, we evenly divide the directional angles of a full circumference into K sectors; for any sectori , its covered direction range is from i ∗ 2π/K to (i + 1) ∗ 2π/K. So, the probability can be computed as follows:
∑ d(a) ∈ sectori

(9)

|pos(a) − pos(b)|
B
Ae
frepulse (pos(a), pos(b)) =
, (10)
|pos(a) − pos(b)|
−

where v0a is the desired velocity of a, ea is the ideal heading, va is the current velocity, τa is the reaction time, pos(a)
and pos(b) are the position vectors, |pos(a) − pos(b)| is the
distance between them, and |pos(a) − pos(o)| is the distance
between agents and obstacles. A and B are two user-specified
constants, and ξa is the fluctuation factor that adds random
variations to the motion.
In this work we dynamically incorporate the mutual information based feedback to the SFM. As the preliminary, we
briefly describe the concept of mutual information and how
it can be adapted to measure crowd formations within the
context of this work.
Mutual Information (MI) is a well-known concept in the
field of information theory, and it is designed to quantify
the mutual dependence between two random variables. In
general, the MI of two discrete time-series variables, G and
H, can be defined as follows:

p gi , h j
,
(11)
I(G, H) = ∑ p(gi , h j ) logn
p(gi )p(h j )
i, j
where p(gi ), p(h j ), and p(gi , h j ) are the individual and joint
probability distributions of G and H, respectively.
c 2014 The Author(s)
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For an agent a, two variables are used for computing its
MI: its direction, d(a), and its two-dimensional coordinates,
(pos(a)x , pos(a)y ). We evenly divide the scene into bins,
each of which has a size of R ∗ R. In other words, the area
of bin(i,j) is [(i ∗ R, j ∗ R), ((i + 1) ∗ R, ( j + 1) ∗ R)]. Then,
we assign all the agents to those bins according to their 2D
coordinates. In this way, we can compute the marginal probabilities as follows.

a∈C

,
(14)
N
where N is the total number of agents in the simulation. In a
similar manner, p(X, D) and p(Y, D) can be computed.
p(di ) =

Based on the above Eq. 11, the MI between two distributions (i.e., the position distribution and the direction distribution), Id , can be computed as follows.

p xi , d j
I(X, D) = ∑ p(xi , d j ) log2
.
p(xi )p(d j )
i, j

(15)


p yi , d j
I(Y, D) = ∑ p(yi , d j ) log2
.
p(yi )p(d j )
i, j

(16)

Id =

I(X, D) + I(Y, D)
.
2

(17)

In a similar way, we can compute the MI between the
agent position distribution and the agent velocity distribution, Iv . Since the positions of agents are well-dispersed,
and the position distribution is balanced in general. But for
the direction (or velocity) data of the agents, a better effect corresponds to harmonic heading (velocity), in other
words, the corresponding direction (or velocity) distribution
is ill-distributed; so the mutual information between the two
distributions (i.e., the position distribution and the direction
distribution) decreases when an aesthetic transformation appears. In this work, we adjust the movement of the agents
based on the instant MI values, Id and Iv . The main reason
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of choosing the MI feedback in our approach is, based on our
experiments, we found that the MI based measure is somewhat correlated with the fluency and stability of agent subgroups’s localized movements in a crowd (refer to Section
5.3).
In the original SFM (Eq. 8), ea represents the desired direction which is predefined with the assignment. Actually, it
should be sensitive to the real-time environment. Assuming
the agent a and its neighbors a0 share the same bin bin(i, j),
we can redefine ea with the MI feedback as follows.

ea = ea +

|ea − ea0 | 
× Id ,
num(i, j)
a0 ∈bin(i, j),a0 6=a



∑

(18)

where num(i, j) is the number of agents in bin(i, j). In this
equation, the summing operator represents the average divergence of the agent a and its neighbors. After the MI feedback
based adjustment, the direction for the agent a will keep its
step with its neighbors.
Similarly, The desired velocity v0a in Eq. 8 can be adjusted
according to Iv as follows.
v0a = v0a +

|v0a − v0a0 | 
× Iv
∑
num(i, j)
a0 ∈bin(i, j),a0 6=a



and E contains all possible edges that connect two distinct
vertices. The edge between si and s j in G∗ is
 denoted as
e si , s j , and the weight for the edge e si , s j , denoted as
w si , s j , is measured using the Manhattan distance. As described in Section 3.2, for ∀si ∈ S , its target position
 tk is
determined as tk = Ψ (si ) ∈ T . For each edge e si , s j in G∗ ,
its corresponding
 edge and weight in the
 target formation are
e Ψ (si ) , Ψ s j and w Ψ (si ) , Ψ s j , respectively. Then,
the similarity measure for subgroup clustering is defined as
the square of the relative distance variance 4dis between
each edge e si , s j in the source
 formation and its corresponding edge e Ψ (si ) , Ψ s j in the target formation, detailed below.


 2
(20)
4dis si , s j = w si , s j − w Ψ (si ) , Ψ s j
Finally, we can obtain the clustered collective subgroups
in the source formation, which is a partition of the position
set S of the source formation. Let Sub (S) = {groupk }M
k=1 be
Sk=M
this partition of S = k=1 groupk , where M is the number of
clustered subgroups, and ∀groupi , group j ∈ Sub (S) (i 6= j)
T
=⇒ groupi groupk = φ.
3.5. Movement Control with Subgroup Constraints

(19)

Finally, with the MI feedback to the original SFM
model, we can control the agents’ movement precisely and
smoothly, which leads to a better visual effect of crowd formation transform.

Recalling the contents in the above Section 3.3, we adapt the
SFM model to control the agents’ motion with mutual information. In this work, we further extend the adapted SFM
with a subgroup formation constraint as follows. For agents
a, b ∈ groupSk , we employ an additional attractiveness force,
/ groupSk , we add an adfs f _attractive , and for a ∈ groupSk , b ∈
ditional repulse force, fs f _repulse , as follows:

3.4. Subgroup Clustering
Inspired by the work of [KLLT08,TYK∗ 09], we cluster individual agents in a crowd to subgroups to maximally maintain
the formation of the collective sub-groups during the formation transition. In this work, we apply the Affinity Propagation clustering algorithm (AP) [FD07] to generate subgroups. The AP algorithm identifies a set of exemplars to
best represent agents’ positions in the formation. We choose
the AP algorithm to cluster agents since an exemplar can be
conceptually considered to represent the overall movement
of its corresponding agent-subgroup, and the cluster number is determined adaptively and automatically. The details
of the AP algorithm can be found at [FD07]. Note that we
only apply the AP algorithm to the position set of the source
formation.
The core of the AP algorithm is the design of a similarity measure. In this work, we design a novel and effective similarity measure using the local relative distance
variance for the collective subgroup clustering. Thus, the
source formation of individual agents can be represented
as a weighted undirected complete graph G∗ (S, E), where
the vertices S represents the individual agents’ positions,

fs f _attractive (pos(a), pos(b)) = A0 e|pos(a),pos(b)| ,

(21)

|pos(a), pos(b)|
−
B0
A0 e
fs f _repulse (pos(a), pos(b)) =
, (22)
|pos(a), pos(b)|
where A0 and B0 are constants, and pos(a), pos(b) have the
same definitions as in Eqs. 8-10.
Finally, the resultant force F is updated using the following form:
F = fdrive (va ) + fobstacle (pos(o)) + ∑ frepulse (pos(a), pos(b))
+

fs f _attractive (pos(a), pos(b))

∑
a,b∈groupk

+

∑

fs f _repulse (pos(a), pos(b)) + ξa (a 6= b).

a∈groupk ,b∈group
/
k

(23)
The added subgroup forces can help to maintain the local
stability of all the subgroups during the formation transformation process.
c 2014 The Author(s)
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Figure 2: The evolution of the Chinese word “bird" from its oracle form to its modern simplified form. About 400 agents are
used in this crowd simulation.

Figure 3: Crowd simulation of a “running" formation in a performance show (about 600 agents).

Figure 4: A group of 400 virtual monks (agents) presents the martial arts before a temple.

c 2014 The Author(s)
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Figure 5: Fighters are trained before a city gate in ancient time. The formations are noted as “awl", “goose", “hook", and
“round", respectively.

Figure 6: Experimental result of formation transform while following a path: the aerial view (top) and the close-up view
(bottom).

Figure 7: Formation transform from ape to human while following a curve path: the overview of the transformation (top) and
the close-up view (bottom).

c 2014 The Author(s)
c 2014 The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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Figure 8: An example of crowd formation transformations with obstacle avoidance

Figure 9: An example of crowd formation transformation by our approach to handle collision avoidance between two agent
groups that pass through each other

4. Results and Performance
We implemented our approach with C++. All our experiments were performed on an off-the-shelf computer with Intel Core i7-3770 3.40G Hz CPU. Our program was developed on top of the Horde3D engine [Hor07]. We simulated
various scenarios of crowd formation transforms using our
approach. Some selected simulation scenarios include evolution of the Chinese word “fish" (Figure 2), stadium performance (Figure 3), martial arts (Figure 4), fighter training
formations (Figure 5), and formation transforms while following a specified path (Figures 6 and 7). For animation results, please refer to our supplemental demo video.
We also experimented our approach with collision avoidances. As shown in Figure 8, when a static obstacle appears
in the environment, our approach cannot handle it well, because the initial pair assignment step is solved by only considering the direct distances between the matched agents,
and the obstacle factor is not taken into consideration in this
step. However, as shown in this figure, when the obstacle is
passed, the crowd formation is quickly assembled and make
a smooth transition to the target formation. Figure 9 shows
a more challenging case of handing collision avoidances between two groups of agents that pass through each other. In
this case, when the two groups interact each other, both the
formations cannot be maintained. We argue the main reason
is the lacking of an appropriate collision avoidance strategy
for subgroups.

4.1. Performance
To analyze the runtime performance of our approach, we
recorded the frames per second (FPS) and the memory usage for the above simulation scenarios (Table 1). As shown
in Table 1, our method can support real-time simulation of
c 2014 The Author(s)
c 2014 The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing Ltd.

Table 1: The performance and memory usage statistics of
our method
Number of Agents
FPS
Memory(MB)

110
295
73

306
104
66

783
40
71

1190
27
86

1936
17
96

a crowd formation transformation consisting of more than
one thousand agents on an off-the-shelf computer. In our approach, the most computationally intensive part is probably
the pair assignment step, which has the time complexity of
O(N3). However, the pair assignment step is an off-line process, and the memory usage is still affordable for off-theshelf computers. Therefore, our method can be conveniently
integrated into many real-time graphics applications such as
video games.
5. Evaluations and Comparisons
5.1. Objective Aesthetic Measures
To quantify the aesthetic aspect of a crowd formation transformation, we introduce three different objective measures,
as described below.
(1) Mutual information. Recall in Section 3.3, we describe
how the mutual information concept can be adapted to measure the aesthetic aspect of a crowd formation transform, as
well as how to compute the mutual information of a dynamic
crowd. Specifically, in the result part, we use Id (described
in Eq. 17) as one of the objective measures to evaluate the
aesthetic aspect of a crowd formation transform.
(2) The stability of local structure. The standard deviation and the average value can be used to quantify the stability property of local structure during a crowd formation
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transformation. For an agent ai , let min_dis(i) be its minimum neighbor-distance (i.e., the minimum distance from it
to its neighbors), and µs is the average value of the minimum
neighbor-distances for all the agents, (∑i min_dis(i))/N.
Then, the standard deviation can be computed as follows:
v
u
u1
σmin_dis = t
N

N

∑ (min_dis(i) − µs )2 .

(24)

Table 2: Comparison of the average values when different
distance measures are used in the pair assignment step
time(sec)
Least-effort
Euclidian
Manhattan

23.82
78.072
133.034

Id
0.131
0.297
0.568

Average Value
Minimum
Effort
65.347
13.269
148.479
108.603
120.482
131.216

i=1

Clearly, the lower value of σmin_dis indicates that the agents
have more similar distances from their neighbors; and vice
versa.
(3) Effort balancing. We also employ the standard deviation and the average value to estimate the balancing of the
agents’ efforts. When a formation transformation is smooth
and visually pleasing, for any agent, we anticipate that the
effort from its source position to its current position is not
only the least but also balanced.
For an agent ai , its current effort is defined as follows:
curr_e f t(i) = dis(si , pos(ai )), i = 1..N.

5.3. Comparisons with/without the Mutual Information
Feedback
We also performed result comparisons with and without the
MI feedback. One such example is shown in Figure 12. As
shown in this figure, without the MI feedback, due to the influence of the repulse forces, the movement appear to have
fluctuation during the transformation. In contrast, the introduced MI feedback can help to eliminate such a fluctuation
phenomenon and thus improve the overall aesthetic effect of
crowd formation transformation.

(25)

Here si and pos(ai ) denote its source position and its current
position, respectively, and the function dis() computes the
Euclidean distance. The standard deviation is calculated as
follows:
v
u N
u1
σcurr_e f t = t ∑ (curr_e f t(i) − µe )2 .
(26)
N i=1
Here µe is the average value of all the agents’ efforts,
(∑N
i=1 curr_e f t(i))/N.
5.2. Selection of the Optimal Distance Measure in Pair
Assignment
In this work, we introduce a least effort distance measure
(Eq. 3) in the pair assignment step (Section 3.2). In fact,
there are three distance measure options for consideration:
Euclidian distance, Manhattan distance, and our introduced
least effort distance.
Figure 10 shows result comparisons of using the above
three different distance measures at the pair assignment step
in our approach. Figure 11 shows the quantitative comparisons of the objective aesthetic measures (defined in Section
5.1) if the three different distance measures are used in the
pair assignment step. Table 2 shows the comparison of the
obtained average values when the three distance measures
are used. As clearly illustrated in Figure 11 and Table 2,
our introduced least effort distance measure leads to lowest mutual information, best stability of local structure, and
most balanced among the three distance measure options. In
other words, the least effort distance measure balances both
the macroscopic and microscopic movements of the crowd
transformation, and thus it can lead to the best visual effect
among the three.

5.4. Comparisons with Selected State of the Art
Methods
To evaluate our approach, we compared it with three widelyknown crowd simulation approaches including RVO [VdBLM08], ORCA [VDBGLM11] and OpenSteer [Ope04].
RVO is a widely used velocity-based crowd simulation
model. ORCA is the latest model derived from the RVO, and
it is very efficient for robot movement control. OpenSteer
is an open-source program for constructing steering behaviors for autonomous characters based on the well-known
Reynolds’s flocking model [Rey87]. As shown in Figure 14,
the four different methods (our approach, RVO, ORCA, and
OpenSteer) are applied to the same source and target formations. The visual results show that our approach can achieve
the best visual effect among the four approaches.
Comparisons of the same example’s objective aesthetic
measures are shown in Fig. 13. Its left panel shows that
the resulting mutual information of the four approaches is
very close. The main reason is that the same pair assignment scheme is used in the four approaches. However, as
shown in the middle of Fig. 13, during the transformation
the agents in our approach have most similar distances from
their nearest neighbors, which indicates that the local structure in our approach is more stable than the other three approaches. In addition, as shown in the right of Fig. 13, the
slope of our method’s curve is more stable than the other
three approaches, which means the real-time efforts of the
agents in our approach are well proportioned, which is one
of the key factors leading to the best visual effect among the
four approaches.
The statistics data (including simulation time and the obtained average values) of the four approaches are also shown
c 2014 The Author(s)
c 2014 The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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Figure 10: A formation transform example of using different distance measures at the pair assignment step in our approach:
the least effort distance (top), the Euclidian distance (middle), and the Manhattan distance (bottom).
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Figure 11: Comparisons of the mutual information, Id (left), the standard deviation of the stability of local structure, σmin_dis
(middle), and the standard deviation of the agents’ efforts, σcurr_e f t (right), if different distance measures are used in the pair
assignment step.

Table 3: Statistics comparison of four different crowd simulation approaches (Our approach, ORCA, RVO and OpenSteer)
time(sec)
our method
ORCA
RVO
OpenSteer

28.192
32.159
35.892
38.008

Id
0.497
0.519
0.56
0.617

Average Value
Minimum
Effort
18.49
197.416
18.636
239.07
18.735
238.575
19.716
241.494

in Table 3. From this table, we can observe that our method
has the least simulation time and achieves the best transformation among the four approaches, with respect to our three
defined objective aesthetic measures.
c 2014 The Author(s)
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6. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce a novel crowd formation transform approach based on the principle of least effort, which
helps to lead to visually pleasing formation transformations.
The main idea of our approach is to achieve the aesthetic effect of crowd formation transform with least-effort pair assignment and a subgroup enhanced social force model. Our
approach is able to effectively maintain the stability of local
structure and preserve the dynamic collective behavior of a
crowd during its formation transformation process.
Through many simulation experiments, we demonstrate
that our approach is effective, robust and flexible for transforming crowd formations with various shapes and scales. In
addition, through qualitative and quantitative comparisons
between our approach and existing crowd simulation approaches, we show our approach can produce more visually
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Figure 12: Result comparisons of our approach with and without the MI feedback. As shown in the figure, the result with the
MI feedback is more stable with respect to the moving directions of the agents.
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Figure 13: Comparisons of the mutual information, Id (left), the standard deviation for the agents’ local structure, σmin_dis
(middle), and the standard deviation of the agents’ efforts, σcurr_e f t (right), if four different approaches (Our approach, ORCA,
RVO and OpenSteer) are applied to the same source and target formations.

pleasing formation transformations than the three selected
state-of-the-art approaches.
Certain limitations still exist in our current approach.
First, the current work only focuses on geometric relationship among agents in a crowd, and many other group behaviors (e.g., behavior of competing cohorts crossing paths
[GNL13]) cannot be handled well. Indeed, geometric relationship is just one of many collective behaviors exhibited by
a crowd. In practice, many other factors and relations among
agents also come to play and jointly affect the forming of

subgroups. In the future, we plan to investigate novel ways to
further enrich the stability of agent subgroups. Second, our
current approach cannot maintain formations when avoiding obstacles or other agents in the environment. We plan
to investigate how to extend the current approach beyond
immutable agents, for example, smoothly handling obstacles while maximally preserving the crowd formation, dealing with the mobility and size diversity with variations over
time, as well as simulating more plausible sub-group transitions during the crowd transform process.

c 2014 The Author(s)
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Figure 14: Comparisons of four different approaches given the same source and target formations (from top to bottom): Our
approach, ORCA, RVO, and OpenSteer.

In the future, we plan to extend our current approach from
2D to 3D, and thus we can use it to simulate various formation transforms for certain crowds such as insect crowds. In
addition, we also plan to explore whether and how the objective crowd formation measures introduced in this work can
be used to quantitatively evaluate the deviation between the
simulated crowd and the desired (target) formation.

A1209). We also would like to thank the anonymous CGF
reviewers for their constructive comments.
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